their normal average is about 750. The mere fact that some 2,000 people a second spread around the world can converge around a single event broadcast from Johannesburg is incredible.
But, how do we start to understand what it means? How does one soccer match project meaning into a largely disconnected sea of voices? Trivially, one could suggest a spike in people saying "goal" means a goal occurred. This would likely work for simple event detection, like identifying a rock concert encore by the swell of people shouting, "Freebird," regardless of what band is playing.
Elections, concerts, and sporting matches all carry online conversations which, when viewed only from a Twitter stream, envelop the event and alter our perception. We should aim to understand both the conversation and the event. Is it possible to discern the structure of a media event from the conversa-F our years ago, fresh out of graduate school, I started my first job as a research scientist at a large Internet company. People, social networks, media, and what was soon to be known as "big data" was on a slow rise to its boiling point. The Sunday before I started work was the final match of the 2006 World Cup: Italy versus France. Not even unpacked yet, I made my way to Dolores Park in San Francisco where I heard the game would be shown. Some 3,000 people were estimated to attend the event in the medium-sized park. I arrived to the crowd 10,000 strong. With my Yahoo! Research colleagues Lyndon Kennedy and Elizabeth F. Churchill, we have begun to examine the relationship between the media event and the impact the event has on the structure and content of the concurrent but remote conversations that it engenders. This is the media's conversational shadow: the backchannel of social conversation cast from a shared event context. The goal is to attain a set of targeted measures through which we will be able to predict audience behaviors as events unfold. This should inform us how to design for participation-which should begin to blur the distinction between the event and its shadow. Before we can dive in, we have to understand the underlying structure and description of the conversation.
Exploring

talking through the movie
The primary intuition, which is derived from human-centered social TV research [1] , is simple. People stop with the conversation when something important happens-the hush at the start of a movie or that gasp at a missed goal. We have seen the same pattern in online chat rooms with shared video. Viewers tend not to communicate with each other while the video is playing, often saving conversations for logical breaks or lulls. Which is to say, the directed conversation comes to a stop. Presumably, when you do this, you have something to say which takes priority over the event.
A while back, I collected a very small handful of tweets from the first 2008 U.S. presidential debate. I wanted to see if people tweeted more after the debate, so I plotted the number of tweets per minute. There was a three-fold increase right when the debate stopped! Even more interesting, the volume of tweets per minute during the debate was rather periodic and sinusoidal, which made me wonder if the contour hinted at the start and stop of each debate question segment. I used Newton's Method to find the roots of the graph. Then, using a seven-minute sliding window, I selected only the extrema greater than 1.5 standard deviations from the mean. The resulting set of minutes work like "cuts" as question topic boundaries with about 92 percent accuracy [2] . All this is done without looking at any text.
The question then became, "Can this method of 'naïve tweet counting' scale?" twitter's explosion Twitter has grown at an incredibly fast rate. In January of 2009, CNN Breaking News had around 86,000 followers. Nine months later, its follower count had exceeded 2.7 million. Twitter began offering data-mining push feeds that hands back 600 tweets a minute. Track feeds push all the tweets related to a search, and Twitter's "Firehose" can deliver everything if you can get your hands on it. I previously sampled 3,000 tweets from a 90-minute debate. I saw 52,000 tweets from a 90-minute sample of President Obama's inauguration speech.
Addressing scale, I revisited the human-centered observation I originally questioned at Dolores Park. If we position people tweeting while watching a live event, either in person or on television, conversation is represented as talking to someone else: in effect directing a tweet with the @ symbol (using "@" before a username like @ba-rackobama pushes a highlighted tweet into that person's feed). The highlighted tweet becomes more visible; it calls attention to the user, like tapping your friend on the shoulder in a crowd.
Aggregating the number of @ symbols per minute finds these lulls and swells in conversation. In the case of Obama's inauguration, on each minute, 25 percent of the tweets had an @ symbol with the exception of 3 consecutive minutes when the swearing-in took place. What we did not expect was that the number of tweets about the inauguration grew while the number of @ symbols dropped. See Figure 1 .
Unlike Newton's Method across aggregated volume this works at Twitter's current scale and is more robust against different sampling techniques. Moreover, the more @ symbols we see on any given minute, the less important that moment should be.
a taBle oF contents
Finally, when we turn to examining the text itself, a table of contents emerges. For this pick your favorite off-the-shelf information retrieval tool; mine is TF/ IDF. What we want is a very specific table of contents, so we split the 90-minutes into 5-minute chunks, then find a highly salient slice term that is not salient in the other chunks. Looking back at the inauguration, this produces topic segments like: booing, Aretha, Yo-Yo Ma, anthem, and so on. Couple these words with our importance proxy, and we find the illuminating moments of Aretha Franklin's performance, Obama's speech, and the nation anthem to have greater importance than the other moments.
The signal of human activity here is clean and simple. Our analysis was done on a MacBook Pro using R and MatLab, without the need for large-scale assistance from a Hadoop cloud or Mechanical Turk.
Tweets can be used in social-multimedia research, when facilitated through human-centered research, to identify the shape of the related event.
More than just text alone, the form of the conversational shadow has to account for the structure of tweets themselves. Hashtags, @ mentions, and other communication mechanism, both structured and ad-hoc, follow but likely do not mirror the visual content of the event itself. This link between two disparate data streams (online conversations and live events) provides rich opportunities for further investigation.
As we explore new approaches to better navigate, communicate, visualize, and consume events, our tools and research should firmly be based in the conversation structure, be it Twitter, Facebook, or Flickr, and be motivated by our interactions in everyday life, less we miss the game in the park.
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